
OCTOBER 1, 1987 NO. 103 TYPE CONNECTING BLOCKS 
(Card No. 2) 

SEE RATINGS 
BELOW 

No. 103A-50: Consists of an ABS light gray plastic base, containing an 8-contact jack, an 8-position quick-connect field, two plastic wire terminating caps, and 
a screw-attached cover. 

The plastic caps provided are used to insert four station wires at a time into the connecting blocks by pressing them into place, using only finger pressure. 
Therefore, no special terminating tools are required , although the No. 788Bl, 788Cl, or 797 A Tools may be used. The caps are left in position to provide 
additional strain relief. 

Intended to connect one modular telephone set to the line. To be surface -mounted on a wall, baseboard, or other flat surfac e, using No. 6 screws, adhesive strips 

(provided) or magnets (D-180880 Kit of Parts ordered separately), It will accommodate surface -dressed or inside wall wiring. This connecting block should 
be mounted with the jack opening facing downward for maximum resistance to entry of contaminants. If it must be mounted close to the floor, the jack 
opening should face either left or right. 

Approximate overall dimensions are 2.940 inches long by 2.590 inches wide by 1.160 inches high. 
No. 103A-246: Same as No. 103A-50 except for color as indicated in table . 
No. 1038-50: Similar to the No. 103A-50 except the cover has no jack opening and acts as a template for cutting a hole in carpet. After installation the No. 1038 

Cover is discarded and the No. 172A Cover is installed. 
No. 103B-246: Same as the No. 1038-50 except for color as indicated in table . 

Code No. Comcode Color Rating 

103A-50 103 104 220 Ivory A.T.&T.Co.Std. 

103A-246 105 164 818 Electrical ivory 

103B-50 103 759 429 Ivory 

103B-246 105 164 842 Electrical ivory 
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